
Check the battery’s condition on a regular basis by pressing the 
Battery Test button. The battery is good if the alarm sounds.
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Operation Instructions

1) Insert the key, push in, and turn clockwise (this places the Alarm in
“Standby” position). Note: The key can only be removed in the
“Armed” position.

2) Insert the 6’ sensor cable into the sensor port (RJ11).

3) Choose a small �at area on the back of the product where the
sensor is to be applied.

4) Clean the area on the product and the sensor with an alcohol prep
pad. Wipe the surface dry with a clean paper towel. If the paper towel
shows dirt, repeat cleaning until both surfaces are clean and dry.

5) Remove a sensor adhesive from its backing sheet. Apply the adhesive
pad to the bottom of the sensor, making sure that the center hole of
the adhesive lines up with the plunger on the bottom of the sensor.

6) Following the cleaning method described in Step 4, apply the Base
Adhesive strip to the bottom of the alarm module and adhere it to a
hidden, clean surface.

7) Turn the key counter-clockwise to the “Armed” position and remove
the key. The Alarm is now active.
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Electronic Alarm System

Battery compartment

9-volt (Alkaline) battery (not included)

Battery connector

Battery Installation

1) Remove the 4 Philips head screws to open the battery compartment.

2) Insert the key, push in, and turn clockwise (this places the Alarm in 
“Standby” position). Note: The key can only be removed in the 
“Armed” position.

3) Attach the 9V alkaline battery to the connector, and insert the 
battery into the compartment.

4) Replace the cover plate and the 4 Philips head screws. Tighten each 
screw until it stops. Do not overtighten.
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